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In 1981, a group from the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
(ERIM) and the University of California at Berkeley (UCB) visited 14
sites in Argentina to gather a broad spectrum of agronomic data in
order to gain an understanding and evaluate the application of the
U.S. based remote sensing technology. The task of collecting the
data was successful, though the quality of ground data was not as
high as one is used to under the LACIE and AgRISTARS programs. This
is by no means any reflection of the ERIM and UCB team effort, but
was caused by difficulties involved in carrying out this task. The
results of the ERIM and UCB are summarized in a set of excellent re-
ports (Hicks et al., 1981; Hicks, 1982; and Ramirez and Reed, 1982).
Since the visiting group had only one Landsat acquisition imagery,
instead of aircraft photographs, to work with, it is not surprising
that the ground truth accuracy was not high. With the availability
of a multitemporal data set and crop calendar information, a serious
hard look was undertaken to remedy some of the deficiencies of the
earlier work for five selected segments that contained corn and soy-
bean fields. The imagery were carefully screened to note cloud/haze
condition over each field. In addition, polygon coordinate of a
k
field of one class containing only pure (interior) pixels were obtained.
Using the software (Helmer et al., 1983) developed earlier, spectral
reflectance values of each field were extracted.
This report describes the details procedure followed to obtain high 	 3
quality spectral data over selected fields in Argentina. This is a
unique spectral-ground truth data base.
The extracted spectral data are given in tables. The symbols are al-
most self explanatory. FLD stands for field number; CROP is crop
type, ACQNO is year and day of year; LNDSAT is Landsat number, SUNANG




mean and standard deviation in each of the four Landsat bands and
KEFDT is reference day starting from day of year 101 as day 1. The
Landsat data was processed through the LIVES-MDP data processor. In
order to convert it to the more familiar LACIE processor, the follow-
ing calibration, taken from Wacker (1981) should be applied.
LACIE (counts) . a (LIVES counts) + b
where for
Landsat-2 Landsat-3
a b a b
Chl 1.265 -1.082 1.145 2.038
Ch2 1.130 -2.115 1.053 0.734
Ch3 1.098 -2.890 1.117 1.378
Ch4 0.474 0.500 0.492 -0.461
The LACIE counts can now be converted directly to Kauth-Thomas trans-
formation, etc.
-3-
Steps followed in reviewing the Agrentina ground truth effort and up-
dating the field boundaries as interpreted on the Landsat image acqui-
sitions are as follows:
1. Check pixel registration between Landsat acquisitions for each
segment.
2. Chose a base acquisition to use for defining fields.
• good field contrast
• close to ground truth date if possible
3. Studied the imagery and the Landsat full frame image that was
utilized in the ground truth inventory.
4. Placed overlays for field definition on both images,.
5. Outline the fields as the analyst interpreted them to be. Notes
are made on the full frame overlay. Fields were numbered on the
segment overlay.
6. Pixel/line coordinates are determined and listed. If the field
boundaries or crop was questionable, it was usually omitted.
7. A listing of field spectral signatures by acquisition was compiled
with pertinent comments. The Argentina crop calendars were
consulted,,
8-. A list of the cloud screening and registration codes was prepared



















Trees > 8 pixels


















TABLE IX. CLOUD COVER CODE
Code Description
0 good data







































































































































:NT NO. 0520 — t',ORONEL SUAREZ, Al
Field	 Pixel	 Line























16 PAS	 114	 55
129	 67
I 120	 80





18 OA	 138	 72
4	 764	 78	 1 1	 5
130
	 90
9 BS/WW	 78	 60	 126	 86
91	 69
84	 75	 19 PAS	 143	 77
73	 68	 153	 84
140	 101
10 ?



















SEGMENT NO. 0520 - iCORONEL SUAREZ, AGENTINA
80255 81042 81078 * 81114
BS/Yellow Red Yellow BS Two soybean fields
Mauve Red Lt. Yellow BS
BS BS BS Red
Mauve BS Purple BS
BS Yellow/Brown Red/Orange Yellow-Green
BS Brown Red/Orange BS
Mauve BS Red, Red 81042-Plowing
Mauve Purple Purple/Yellow BS
Mauve BS RS Dark Purple
Pink Purple Purple/Yellow BS
BS Purple Yellow BS
BS BS Yellow/Mauve BS
BS BS Pink Red 80255	 red in fiel
Lt. Green BS BS Red
Yellow/BS Pink/Brown/ Yellow Yellow-Green 80255	 Yellow/BS
Purple
Lt. Green Green/Purple Yellow/Mauve BS
BS BS BS Rose Pink
BS BS. BS Rose Pink
Yellow/Pink Red Red Pink
BS Purple/Green Yellow BS -	 y
BS BS Lt. Purple Red
Red BS Red Red
Pink Pink Pink Red
BS Pink Yellow BS
BS Lt. Green Purple Brown BS

































#520 - ,IRONEL SUAREZ, ARGENTINA
Cloud Cover Codes
Field	 Acquisitiont
Number;	 80255	 81042*	 81078	 81114**
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0
r
13 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 y
16 0 0 0 0
fi
17 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0
~	 22 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 0
24 0 1 0 0
25 0 1 0 0
26 0 1 0 0
* Minimum haze
'i	 **Haze NW corner of scene/no field

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1A	 OF POOR QUALITY
Field
	 Pixel	 Line



























WMENT N0. 0682 - Salto, ARGENTE
I	 Field
	 Pixel	 Liue












































SEGMENT N0. 0682 - SALTO, ARGENTINA
OF POOR QUALITY
Field
Slumber 80254 81005 81059 81095 Comments
1 CR BS Red Bright Green Lt. Green
2 CR BS Dk, Pink Bright Green BS
3 SY Mauve BS Red-Pink Red
4 SY Mauve BS Red-Pink Red
5 CR BS Red BS BS boundary ques-
6 SR BS Red BS BS tionable
7 CR BS Red BS BS
8 SY Deep pink BS Red Red
mauve
9 SY Red BS Pink/Purple Red
10 PAS Pink Red Mauve Pink/Red
11 AH Pink Red Purple Pink/Red G.T. show E-W fieldE,
12 PAS Pink Purple Mauve Pink/Red imagery N-S; crop
type confusion
13 CR BS Red BS BS
15 PAS Pink Mauve Pink Pink/Red
16 AH Pink Yellow/brown Mauve Pink/Red
mauve
17 CR BS Mauve Yellow/Greer. BS
18 SUNFL BS Mauve Mauve Purple Field not as G.T.
shows
19 PAS/AL Pink/Yellow Yellow/brown Bright Pink Lt. Purple
20 CR Pink/Yellow Red Purple/Green BS
21 PAS Pink Brownish Pink/Yellow Pink
22 SY BS Purple Bright Pink Red
23 SY Mauve BS Pink Red
24 CR BS Red BS BS
25 PAS Pink Brown/Pink Purple Mauve




Segment 0682 Salto, Argentina
s
-15-	 ORIGINAL, C'A*, ' r
OF POOR QUAL' ITY




Number 80254	 81005	 81059 81095*
1 0	 0	 0 0
'	 2 0	 0	 0 0
3 0	 0	 0 0
-	 4 0	 0	 0 0
5 0	 0	 0 0
6 0	 0	 0 0
7 0	 0	 0 0
8 0	 0	 0 0
9 0	 0	 0 0
10 0	 0	 0 0	 t
11 0	 0	 0 0
12 0	 0	 0 0
13 0	 0	 0 0
14 0	 0	 0 0
15 0	 0	 0 0
16 0	 0	 0 0
17 0	 0	 0 0
y	 18 0	 0	 0 0
19 0	 0	 0 0
20 0	 0	 0 0
21 0	 0	 0 0
22 0	 0	 0 0
23 0	 0	 0 0
24 0	 0	 0 0
25 0	 0	 0 0
26
_t
0	 0	 0 0
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Segment 0681 Junin., Argentina
-19-
0RIMINA^ L?wto, 6
SEGMFNT N0. 0681 — JUNIN, ARGENTINA OF POOR (QUALITY
Field Pixel Line Field Pixel Line Field Pixel Line
1 CR 73 13 11 SR 48 43 21 CR 71 70
88 22 53 47 80 75
75 38 49 52 77 81
83 43 44 50 68 75
77 47
61 35 12 PAS 39 49 22 PAS 67 76
48 53 76 83
2 CR 61 36 42 64 64 81
65 39 33 61 64 80
60 47
56 44 13 SY 40 65 23 PAS 65 83
42 66 77 84
3 SY 55 46 37 75 79 87
59 48 35 74 72 97
56 55 68 97
51 53 14 CR 36 64
39 65 24 PAS 88 85
4 CR 60 48 34 73 100 84
67 53 28 71 98 108
65 56 29 68 94 110
59 52 33 69 94 112
96 134
5 OA 50 54 15 PAS 20 70 81 122
56 57 25 70 80 100
55 59 36 76
49 57 34 81 25 SY 101 84
20 82 113 83
6 SY 48 58 20 83 113 93
54 61 11 84 101 94
51 66
46 62 16 TREES 10 86 26 CR 115 82
21 85 127 82
7 PAS 46 63 22 84 128 93
49 66 32 84 115 93
46 69 32 87
42 68 10 87 27 SY 129 82
138 -	 82
"	 8 CR 42 70 17 SY 10 89 138 86
47 71 34 89 129 87
43 78 36 98
38 78 10 99 28 PAS 139 82
143 82
9 BS 58 28 18 not sure what it is. 143 86
62 31 139 87
57 39 19 PAS 35 88
53 37 58 86 29 CR 144 81
55 98 152 81
10 PAS 52 38 40 100 152 85
57 41 144 85
53 45 20 SY 36 80
49 42 55 80 30 TREES 79 89
54 84 (difficult 86 85





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 80219	 80255	 80273*	 81005 81059 81060 81078
1 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
2 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
3 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
4 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
5 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
6 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
" 7 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
8 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
9 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
10 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
t 11 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
12 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0	 a
13 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0t
4	 `< 14 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 0
15 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
16 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
17 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
19 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
20 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
21 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
22 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
23 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 5 0
P 24 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 1 ^0
25 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 1 0
26 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 1 0
27 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 1 0
28 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 1 0
29 0 0	 0	 5	 0 0 1 0
30 0 0	 0	 2	 0 0 5 0
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GMENT NO. 0561 - ROJAS, ARGENTIr
Field	 Pixel	 Line

















































































































































































































































































































ORIGINAL P tiCw 6or
OF POOR QUALIFY
SEGMENT NO. 0561 — ROJAS, ARGENTINA
(Cloud Cover Coder)
Field Acquisition
Number 80129* 80219 81005 81059 81078 81060 81114
1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 4 0
3 0 0 0 0 1 4 0
4 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
5 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
6 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
8 0 0 0 0 5 1 0
9 0 0 0 0 5 1 0
10 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
11 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
12 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
13 0 0 0 0 5 4 0
14 0 0 0 0 5 4 0

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16 PAS 30 81
think plowed, 44 78
bare soil 44 83
28 86












19-23 question these field
boundaries




















32 SR/F 142 67
or CR 150 67
149 74_
142 74
























































SEGMENT N0. 0604 - JUAREZ CELMAN, ARGENTINA (cont.)
Pixel
	
Line Field	 Pixel	 Line Field
174	 25 44-A PAS	 103	 64
187	 21 131	 65
187	 32 131	 77
188	 33 103	 77
188	 40
176	 40 44-B PAS	 63	 80
176	 33 100	 80






146	 20 ORIGINAL P^'tG' I
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 AO C^


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Acquisition	 1 2	 3 4 5
Number	 80185 80239
	
80329 80347 81081 81116
1	 2 2 0 0 2 2
2	 2 2 0 0 2 2
3	 2 2 0 0 2 2
4	 2 2 0 0 2 2
5	 2 2 0 0 2 2
6	 2 2 0 0 2 2
7	 2 2 0 0 2 2
8	 2 2 0 0 2 2
9	 2 2 0 0 2 2
10	 2 2 0 0 2 2
11	 2 2 0 0 2 2
12	 2 2 0 0 2 2
13	 2 2 0 0 2 2
14	 •2 2 0 0 2 2
15	 2 2 0 0 2 2
16	 2 2 0 0 2 2
17	 2 2 0 0 2 2
17a	 2 2 0 0 2 2
18	 2 2 0 0 2 2
19	 2 2 0 0 2 2
24	 2 2 0 0 2 2
27	 2 2 0 0 2 2
29	 2 2 0 0 2 2
30	 2 2 0 0 2 2
31	 2 2 0 0 2 2
32	 2 2 0 0 2 2
33	 2 2 0 0 2 2
35	 2 2 0 0 2 2
1 Scene registration off 2 lines.
2Scene registration off 2 pixels.
3PFC image is larger, cannot be sure of registration, appears okay.
4Scene registration off 2 pixels, maybe 1 line.
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ADDITIONAL COMHENTS OF SELECTED FIELDS
Seg. 0681
Field 7:	 • previous notes indicate two fields later in acquisition
history.
• signature sequence more closely follows that of other
identified soybean fields.
Field 9:	 • most of acquisitions are bare soil.
• signature sequence fol;iows that of other corn fields in
scene.
t Field 17:	 • acquisition history and crop calendar do not provie enough
insight to make a decision---the possibility remains that
field could be soybeans planted a little earlier than the
other fields and that the '80 acquisitions had another
crop.
Field 27: signature sequence could represent corn--is not typical
of other soybean fields in scene.
Seg. 0604: all were questioned or commented in some fashion on
signature description sheet.
Field 5: signature description sheet--line under Field #5 indi-
cates question on ground truth label--do not think it
is corn--don't know what it is.
Field 8: possibility of corn or alfalfa.
z
•	 most likely is not pasture.
Field 17: •	 highly questionable as to what is in field--most likely
BS.
Field 24: •	 don't believe it is corn; question as to what it is.
Field 31: not corn; questionable as to what it is.
Field 35: •	 not corn; questionable as to what it is.
Field 40: •	 not corn; questionable; appears to be mostly BS.
Field 41: not corn; questionable; appears to be mostly BS.
Field 42: probably not pasture--could be corn.






Field 6:	 soybeans may be correct--crop calendar does not offer
other solutions.
Seg. 0682
Field 20:	 date 80254 is another crop; CR probably right.
Seg. 0520
Field 1: was BS when inventoried.
• signature sequences do not seem to follow SY--maybe
CR.
•
Field 2: was BS when inventoried.
t	 • 80255?; maybe CR; nearly same signature sequence as 1.
Field 3:	 • BS when inventoried; maybe barley for forage--assumption
based on crop calendar.
Field 7:	 • 81114--appears to be two fields.
assumptions based on crop calendar--questionable
--plowing 11 Feb
--inventory 24 Feb
--oats planted beginning June based on crop calendar
--maybe barley for forage.
Field 13: • must make same assumptions as Field 7.
• if it is oats, it was planted very early.
Field 14: • same situativs as Fields 7 and 13.
Field 16: y may have been pasture on the inventory data but was
r
	 plowed by 81114.
• unlike U.S., Argentina pastures are not static, they
come and go.
Field 17: • planted later than Fields 7, 13, and 14 during 1981.
• may have been harvested oats at time of inventory.
• after plowing--choices are alfalfa or barley for
forage; may also be early seeded oats.
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